
GAME IS THE TEACHER, PITCH IS THE CLASSROOM, COACH IS THE FACILITATOR

MOVING WITH THE BALL

EQUIPMENT: Sticks | Balls | Bibs | Cones | Throw down lines

 > Split the players into two teams and mark out a
series of zones (between 4 and 6 work well) with
throw down lines

 > Play regular rules of hockey and say that you
are going to award bonus points when players
complete a certain action (in this case when they
carry the ball through one complete zone)

 > Play the game and vocally indicate when players
score points, at the beginning of the exercise do

not indicate what the ‘bonus’ points are being 
awarded for and see whether the players can 
figure this out whilst they are playing

 > Options for bonus points could include other
skills related to carrying such as elimination
skills or successfully carrying the ball which
leads to a goal being scored

 > Play for a set period of time and the team with
the most points wins



GAME IS THE TEACHER, PITCH IS THE CLASSROOM, COACH IS THE FACILITATOR

MOVING WITH THE BALL

 > What ways can the players score points? Can you 
encourage the players to try different skills

 > What does a good ball carry position look like? Can 
this influence the speed and ability to a perform 
an elimination?

 > How can a player defend a good ball carry? What 
can influence the decision to try and win the ball?

 > Give the teams time to discuss tactics
 > Remember to keep score and keep reminding the 

players who is winning
 > Can you create multiple pitches to make sure 

everyone has plenty of touches of the ball?
 > Everyone should have lots of chances to practice
 > Don’t forget to CHANGE IT

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

CHANGE IT
 > Offer additional points for good use of skill in a zone, i.e. eliminating a defender using a skill 

or attacking space

 > Add one or two joker players who are always with the team who are in possession of the ball, 
to create overloads and underloads

 > If you want to focus on passing instead of carrying,  you could award bonus points for 
successfully passing through a channel or making three successful passes in a row

 > Increase the playing area to give the attacking team more space and therefore time on the 
ball.  

 > Reducing the space should have the opposite effect making the exercise more challenging for 
the attacking team.

 > If the game breaks down, quickly feed a second ball back in for the same group of players to 
keep the continuous flow and ensure lots of touches

https://hockeyhub.englandhockey.co.uk/?page=npua_videos&vid=139

